
WELCOME TO
VILNIUS!

 
WELCOME TO

MYKOLAS ROMERIS
UNIVERSITY!



ACCOMMODAT ION  I N
V I LN I US

AMBERTON  HOTEL  1 .

(http://www.ambertonhotels.com/vilnius ) - in
the very centre of Vilnius, which has a direct

public transportation connection with
Mykolas Romeris University. 

Hotel prices for the MRU Guests and their
accompanying persons are:

Standard room (for a single or double use)

with breakfast - 88 eur/night (or ~75 eur in a
low season)

We suggest several

following hotels which

have easy connection both

with the Airport and with

Mykolas Romeris

University:

2 .  SENATORIAI  HOTEL

(http://www.senatoriai.lt/) – a small hotel in the
heart of Vilnius, which has a direct public
transportation connection with Mykolas

Romeris University.

Hotel prices for the MRU Guests and their
accompanying persons are:

Single room with breakfast - 40 eur/night;
Double room with breakfast - 50 eur/night.

3 .  ECOTEL  HOTEL

(http://www.ecotel.lt/) - walking distance to
the centre of the city and 5-7minutes walk to
the direct public transportation route towards

Mykolas Romeris University.

Hotel prices for the MRU Guests and their
accompanying persons are:

Single room with breakfast – 40 eur/night;
Double room with breakfast - 46 eur/night,
Triple room with breakfast – 54 eur/night

If you wish to stay at any of the hotels
above (Amberton Vilnius, Senatoriai or

Ecotel) please inform a MRU
representative (erasmus@mruni.eu) about
your wish (with your dates or arrival and

departure) because discounted
accommodation prices are available only

if booked by MRU.



Limited number of places can be offered

at MRU Guest house (located in 5 minutes

walk to the main University building).

Room for 1 person without a breakfast

costs from 25,00 eur/night to 40,00

eur/night.

Breakfast (also lunch, dinner) is available at

the university dining places for a very

reasonable price. Close by there are

shopping centres or supermarkets “IKI”,

“LIDDLE”, “MANDARINAS”.

There is a hotel close to the University -

Ukmergės st. 363, Vilnius (just 10 minutes

by bus), but it IS NOT in the center of the

city (Room rates approx. 35-65 eur/night).

Review and booking can be made on-line

at:  http://www.greenhotels.lt/vilnius/

4 .  MRU  GUEST  HOUSE

5 .  GREEN  PARK  HOTEL

V ILN IUS

If you wish to stay at MRU Guest

house, please inform a MRU

representative about your wish (with

your dates or arrival and departure) to

check the availability.

There is a small hotel close to the

University - Fabijoniškių st. 6, Vilnius (just 7

minutes by bus or 20 minutes by walk), but

it IS NOT in the center of the city (Room

rates approx. 25-50 eur/night). Review and

booking can be made on-line at:

http://www.a5hotel.lt/en/reservations.htm

6 .  A5  HOTEL

Full list of hotels and guest
houses in Vilnius is available

at: http://www.vilnius-
tourism.lt/en/information/accom

modation/
 

Or simply on
http://www.booking.com



PUBL I C
TRANSPORTAT ION

IN  V I LN I US

An option for less expensive travel by taxi is to call a taxi by phone (city information
desk at the arrival hall can do it for you). Cheapest Vilnius taxi telephone numbers:

+370 611 11111; +370 5 233 3333; +370 5 2405405; +370 5 2705705; +370 5 2757575; +370 5
240 0500. The charge of “called by phone” taxi is approximately 0,90-1,20 eur/km.

More for taxi telephone numbers check at:
http://www.vilnius-tourism.lt/en/tourism/transport/taxi/

Public transportation in Vilnius

is developed fairly well and

can get you just about

anywhere in the town.  In extra

cases you can pick up a taxi.

Please note, that taxi rank

service next to the airport

applies the following charges:

1,45 EUR for entrance + 1-1,16

eur/km. Therefore, we

recommend book a taxi by

using mobile app Bolt

(https://bolt.eu/cities/vilnius/) -

charges are lower and you can

book a taxi in advance. Uber is

also available in Vilnius, thus if

you are used to Uber services

in your country you are

welcome to use them in

Vilnius as well.

In general, when travelling around the city, it is much better to order taxi by using
mobile APP’s (Bolt, Uber) or call a taxi company by phone, because of “catching” it

on the street might cost you both additional 4-6 eur for entrance + doubles rates per
each kilometre...

More information about transportation in Vilnius please check at: http://www.vilnius-
tourism.lt/en/tourism/transport/



 and top it up with electronic tickets

which are valid according to the

timing - 30 minutes, 60 minutes, 1

day, 3 day, 10 day, etc…. With a valid

ticket in the card, properly activated

on board of public vehicle, if

necessary, it is possible to change the

public transport for free and for

unlimited number of journeys within

the time of the e-ticket.

 
Tickets for buses can be bought from the

trolley/buss driver (1 eur for a single ticket) and they

are to be punched/marked at the buses or

trolleybuses upon entrance AND they are

valid ONLY from the entrance till the exit of 1 bus (t.i.

if you need to change a bus, you need to punch

another ticket). When staying in Vilnius for longer

period it is advisable to obtain from the Press

kiosk at the Airport an E-tickets card for 1,5 eur

(“Vilniečio kortelė”)

 

NOTES ON PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
 

More information public transportation tickets:
http://www.vilnius-tourism.lt/en/tourism/transport/public-

transport/

To catch up with the public transport routs and
timetables check at

http://www.stops.lt/vilnius/#bus/en



ROUTE: FROM
THE AIRPORT
TO “ECOTEL”

HOTEL

From the Airport it is possible either to take a taxi (but it is expensive and often
overcharged...  and probably you would pay about 20 eur for a trip from the Airport to

the “Ecotel” hotel) or it is possible to arrive by Public transportation:

At the Airport stop which is in front of the arrival hall ("ORO UOSTAS") please take a fast
bus No. 3G and go to a stop “Žaliasis tiltas” (Duration of travel ~20 minutes).

 

Schedule of Bus No. 3G from a stop “Oro uostas”:
http://stops.lt/vilnius/#expressbus/3g/b-a/2613/en



ROUTE: FROM
THE AIRPORT
TO MYKOLAS

ROMERIS
UNIVERSITY

GUEST HOUSE 

 
From the Airport it is possible either to take a taxi (but it is expensive

and often overcharged...  and probably you would pay about 30 eur for
a trip from the Airport to the Guest house) or it is possible to arrive by

Public transportation (Duration of travel ~45 minutes).
At the Airport stop which is in front of the arrival hall ("ORO UOSTAS")

please take a bus No.3G and change it to a Bus No. 10 in a bus stop

"ZALIASIS TILTAS" (it is approximately in the middle of the route).

 Destination stop is “DIDLAUKIO”.



ROUTE:
AIRPORT TO

THE CITY
CENTRE

(CATHEDRAL
SQUARE,AMB

ERTON
HOTEL,

SENATORIAI
HOTEL)

 

 
From the Airport it is possible to take a bus No. 88 which takes you

directly to a stop Vinco Kudirkos aikštė (duration of travel 20 minutes)
which is ~7-minute walk away from the Amberton hotel or from
Senatoriai hotel. Walk a few meters back from the stop to reach

Gedimino avenue and walk along towards a clearly visible Cathedral -
white large church building with a huge golden Cross on the top. Both
hotels “Amberton” (L. Stuokos-Gucevičiaus str. 1) and Senatoriai (Tilto

str. 2A are located in front of the Cathedral square.



 Buses in Vilnius start

running at around 5:00 in

the morning. Late evening

busses run until 23:00. To

catch up with the public

transport check the

timetables at

http://www.stops.lt/vilnius/

#bus/en

REMINDER

There is a direct bus No. 10 to Mykolas Romeris

University (duration of travel ~30 minutes) from Amberton or

Senatoriai hotels. Take a bus No. 10 (direction

to Fabijoniškės) from the stop “ARKITKATEDRA” located on

an opposite side of the street from the hotels and go until a

stop “Mykolo Romerio universitetas”.

 

Schedule of bus No. 10 from a stop “Arkikatedra”:

http://stops.lt/vilnius/#bus/10/b-a/0405/map/en

ROUTE :  FROM  HOTELS  “AMBERTON ” ,

“SENATORIA I ”  TO  MRU



ROUTE: FROM
THE HOTEL

“ECOTEL” TO
MYKOLAS
ROMERIS

UNIVERSITY
There is a direct bus No. 10 to Mykolas Romeris University (duration of travel ~25 minutes) from Ecotel

hotel.
Please walk to a bus stop “Žaliasis tiltas” (about 5 minutes walk) and take a bus No. 10 (direction
to Fabijoniškės) and go until a stop “Mykolo Romerio universitetas” or a bus No. 53 (direction

to Fabijoniškės) and go until a stop “Liudo Giros”

Schedule of bus No. 10 (direction to Fabijoniškės)  from a stop “Žaliasis tiltas”:
http://stops.lt/vilnius/#bus/10/b-a/0101/en

Schedule of Bus No. 53 (direction to Fabijoniškės) from a stop “Žaliasis tiltas”:
http://stops.lt/vilnius/#bus/53/b-a/0101/map/en



 

It has five corpuses (I, II, III, IV, V),

therefore please check which
corpus number is indicated
before room number (f.e. I-414, I-
209, I-305 means that a room is
located in the I corpus, II-230
means that a room is located in
the II corpus, V-243 means that a
room is located in the V corpus).

 

 

 

Location of the University
when arriving by public
transportation

MYKOLAS
ROMERIS

UNIVERSITY

Erasmus+ mobility office is located
in I corpus at rooms No. I-302 and I-

317. We are open Mondays-
Thursdays from 8:00 to 16:45;

Fridays from 8:00 to 15:30. 



MONEYPLUGS  &

SOCKETS
WI  FI

In the entire campus of

Mykolas Romeris University

there is a wireless internet

connection and all

University guests have

access to it free of charge on

request. Staff exchange

week participants upon

arrival will be provided with

a personal login and

password.

Lithuania operates on a 230V

supply voltage and 50Hz.

The fuses in Lithuania are 2

pole, please make sure your

plugs suit the available

sockets (or do not forget

your travel adaptor) for your

electronic devises.

In Lithuania the official currency is

EURO and you may pay in cash

only in EURO (as of 1 January

2015). At the Airport there are

several banks’ currency exchange

offices in the Arrival hall.

In all hotels, most of the shops,

supermarkets, restaurants major

credit cards are accepted (AND

Lithuanians pay with them very

often). The most popular bank

(credit) cards, which are used in

Lithuania are: VISA (Visa Electron),

Mastercard (Maestro), Thus, if you

have any of them – you may pay

as most of the Lithuanians do…



VILNIUS IN GENERAL

Information  about
Vilnius ,  can  be  found
on  the  Vilnius  Tourist
Information  Centre
website  at
http : / /www .vi lnius-

tourism . lt /en /     

 or  from  the
independent  City  guide
„Vilnius  in  Your  pocket “ :

http : / /www . inyourpocke
t .com /vi lnius

MORE INFORMATION

Information  about
Lithuania  can  be  found
on  the  off icial  internet
gateway  of  our  country :

https : / /www . l ietuva . lt /e
n /

 Before arrival  is  it
always useful  to check
the weather forecast. .

More informat ion:
http://www.meteo. l t/en/

NOTES ON EMERGENCY 

NOTES  on  EMERGENCY
In  case  of  emergency
situations  Erasmus+

off ice  telephone
numbers  are :

+370  5  27  14  695           

Audra  Dargyte
Burokiene  mobile  No :

+370  698  49099
(WhatsApp ,  Wiber )

The  united  emergency
telephone  in  Lithuania

(Ambulance ,  Fire ,

Police ) :  112
 


